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Enhancing Your Role as AdministratorEnhancing Your Role as Administrator

MondayMonday, July 20, 2009, July 20, 2009

Good afternoon!Good afternoon!
Be sure to get a handout…Be sure to get a handout…

Fairhaven Church

Dayton, OH

www.fairhavenchurch.org
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…check out “Conference Resources”…check out “Conference Resources”

Enhancing Your Role as AdministratorEnhancing Your Role as Administrator
As administrators, we As administrators, we play a vital role in managing play a vital role in managing 

and leading churches toward effectiveness.  and leading churches toward effectiveness.  We We 

desire desire to enhance our value to the organization, to enhance our value to the organization, 

not just for our own fulfillment, but to glorify the not just for our own fulfillment, but to glorify the 

God who has called us into ministry.  This God who has called us into ministry.  This 

afternoon, we’ll examine afternoon, we’ll examine how a church how a church 

administrator can pursue personal and administrator can pursue personal and 

professional growth while enhancing his or her professional growth while enhancing his or her 

value to the church, value to the church, staffstaff, and , and the the senior pastor.  senior pastor.  
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Enhancing Your Role as AdministratorEnhancing Your Role as Administrator

•• Why is this an important topic for us to Why is this an important topic for us to 

consider?consider?

…because of the bad economy?…because of the bad economy?

…because church giving is depressed?…because church giving is depressed?

…because churches are laying off staff?…because churches are laying off staff?

How has the economy affected How has the economy affected 

your personnel budget?your personnel budget?

Enhancing Your Role as AdministratorEnhancing Your Role as Administrator

•• Why is this an important topic for us to Why is this an important topic for us to 

consider?consider?

…because work has inherent value and …because work has inherent value and 

benefits for who we are as peoplebenefits for who we are as people

…because we are called by God to a role …because we are called by God to a role 

in His churchin His church

…because God created us with …because God created us with 

unlimited potential and opportunitiesunlimited potential and opportunities
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Enhancing Your Role as AdministratorEnhancing Your Role as Administrator

•• Why is this an important topic for us to Why is this an important topic for us to 

consider?consider?

…because  we glorify God when we stretch …because  we glorify God when we stretch 

ourselves to be better and more effectiveourselves to be better and more effective

…because when we have a passion for …because when we have a passion for 

growth, everyone else benefitsgrowth, everyone else benefits

…because personal and spiritual growth …because personal and spiritual growth 

create fulfillment and pleasurecreate fulfillment and pleasure

Enhancing Your Role as AdministratorEnhancing Your Role as Administrator

•• Why is this an important topic for us to Why is this an important topic for us to 

consider?consider?

…other thoughts?…other thoughts?
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Increase our value to the churchIncrease our value to the church

Because Because our role as administrator is usually expansive, meaning our role as administrator is usually expansive, meaning 

we have a general knowledge of most of what’s happening in the we have a general knowledge of most of what’s happening in the 

church, church, we we can leverage that information in ways that increase can leverage that information in ways that increase 

our value to the church.  our value to the church.  

•• Understanding the budget and flow of financesUnderstanding the budget and flow of finances

•• Understanding staff  dynamicsUnderstanding staff  dynamics

•• Understanding ministriesUnderstanding ministries

•• Understanding communicationsUnderstanding communications

•• Understanding power/decisionUnderstanding power/decision--making making 

structuresstructures

Increase our value to the churchIncrease our value to the church

1. Find ways to cut costs.1. Find ways to cut costs.

Nobody knows the budget better than we do.  Make Nobody knows the budget better than we do.  Make 

sure the budget is combed regularly for ways to sure the budget is combed regularly for ways to 

decrease expenses, spend money more efficiently, decrease expenses, spend money more efficiently, 

and increase productivity.  and increase productivity.  
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Increase our value to the churchIncrease our value to the church

1. Find ways to cut costs.1. Find ways to cut costs.

What’s one creative way you’ve been able to trim What’s one creative way you’ve been able to trim 

your expenses?  Any surprising success stories?your expenses?  Any surprising success stories?

Increase our value to the churchIncrease our value to the church

2. Voluntarily expand your job description.  2. Voluntarily expand your job description.  

Take on new roles. What new responsibilities could Take on new roles. What new responsibilities could 

be added to our plate to increase our contribution to be added to our plate to increase our contribution to 

the whole? Can we absorb responsibilities of others? the whole? Can we absorb responsibilities of others? 

Be creative and willing to stretch yourself.Be creative and willing to stretch yourself.

Ex. Director of CommunicationsEx. Director of Communications

WebmasterWebmaster

IT/Network AdministratorIT/Network Administrator

Troubleshooter/TrainerTroubleshooter/Trainer

AssimilationAssimilation

First ImpressionsFirst Impressions
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Increase our value to the churchIncrease our value to the church

3. Be 3. Be a a selfself--learner.  learner.  

What What can we can we learnlearn that will be of value to that will be of value to our our 

church?  What skills can we develop that can be church?  What skills can we develop that can be 

utilized in an expanding role? Skills and proficiencies utilized in an expanding role? Skills and proficiencies 

like PC repair, desktop publishing, simple web design like PC repair, desktop publishing, simple web design 

and programming, and programming, etc.etc.

Increase our value to the churchIncrease our value to the church

4. Look 4. Look for voids to fill.  for voids to fill.  

What What ministry isn’t happening at our church the way ministry isn’t happening at our church the way 

the leadership would like?  What could we do to fill a the leadership would like?  What could we do to fill a 

need in the church that isn’t being met? need in the church that isn’t being met? 

What voids exist in your church, that What voids exist in your church, that 

someone, perhaps you, could step in and fill?someone, perhaps you, could step in and fill?
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Increase our value to the churchIncrease our value to the church

5. Develop 5. Develop a diverse skill set.  a diverse skill set.  

Be as broad in your skill set as you can possibly be.  Be as broad in your skill set as you can possibly be.  

A person with a wide variety of proficiencies is much A person with a wide variety of proficiencies is much 

more valuable to an organization than one with a more valuable to an organization than one with a 

narrow set of skills.  Stay current with technology!narrow set of skills.  Stay current with technology!

Computer skills?Computer skills?

Technology skills?Technology skills?

Ministry skills?Ministry skills?

What about public speaking? What about public speaking? 

…Toastmasters…Toastmasters

Increase our value to the churchIncrease our value to the church

6. Search the budget for costs that can be 6. Search the budget for costs that can be 

brought inbrought in--house.house.

SecuritySecurity

LandscapingLandscaping

CustodialCustodial

MaintenanceMaintenance

PrintingPrinting

Monday Morning MenMonday Morning Men
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Increase our value to the churchIncrease our value to the church

7. Be a good leader7. Be a good leader

“A 1994 study at the Center for Creative “A 1994 study at the Center for Creative 

Leadership identified the four most common Leadership identified the four most common 

reasons why managers derail their careers: reasons why managers derail their careers: 

interpersonal problems, inability to meet interpersonal problems, inability to meet 

demands or needs, failure to lead a team, and the demands or needs, failure to lead a team, and the 

inability to adapt to change.”inability to adapt to change.”

Relating to people Relating to people –– meet expectations meet expectations ––

leading others leading others –– adapting to changeadapting to change

How can I go beyond what’s being asked of me?How can I go beyond what’s being asked of me?

Increase our value to the churchIncrease our value to the church

8. Develop 8. Develop rapport with volunteers.  rapport with volunteers.  

Get Get out of your office, get to know people, show up out of your office, get to know people, show up 

at events, and be supportive and encouraging to at events, and be supportive and encouraging to 

people.  Allow others to see you as one of the people.  Allow others to see you as one of the 

leaders leaders working elbow to elbow, cheering working elbow to elbow, cheering them on in them on in 

their volunteer ministries.their volunteer ministries.
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Increase our value to the churchIncrease our value to the church

9. Be a motivating and encouraging force within 9. Be a motivating and encouraging force within 

the church.the church.

Be positiveBe positive

Be encouragingBe encouraging

Be supportiveBe supportive

Be an ambassador Be an ambassador 

…for the staff…for the staff

...for the pastor...for the pastor

…for the Board…for the Board

“Finally, brothers, whatever “Finally, brothers, whatever 

is true, whatever is noble, is true, whatever is noble, 

whatever is right, whatever whatever is right, whatever 

is pure, whatever is lovely, is pure, whatever is lovely, 

whatever is admirablewhatever is admirable——if if 

anything is excellent or anything is excellent or 

praiseworthypraiseworthy——think about think about 

such things.” Phil. 4:8such things.” Phil. 4:8

Increase our value to the churchIncrease our value to the church

9. Be a motivating and encouraging force within 9. Be a motivating and encouraging force within 

the church.the church.

a)a) Go beyond the business to the ministry.Go beyond the business to the ministry.

b)b) Hear the stories of changed lives.Hear the stories of changed lives.

c)c) See beyond the staff quirks.See beyond the staff quirks.

d)d) Understand ministry is messy.Understand ministry is messy.

e)e) Make your church your family.Make your church your family.

Some things to consider:Some things to consider:
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Increase our value to the churchIncrease our value to the church

10. Evaluate your own spiritual impact in the 10. Evaluate your own spiritual impact in the 

church  church  

Volunteer! Do Volunteer! Do something outside our scope of paid something outside our scope of paid 

responsibilities. Impact people!  Help in the responsibilities. Impact people!  Help in the Nursery, Nursery, 

teach a Sunday School class, lead a Bible study, teach a Sunday School class, lead a Bible study, 

volunteer with the landscaping crew. volunteer with the landscaping crew. Contribute Contribute 

your own your own time and gifts toward time and gifts toward impacting people.  impacting people.  

Increase our value to the churchIncrease our value to the church

•• Comments?  Thought?  Questions?Comments?  Thought?  Questions?

•• What have we overlooked?  What have we overlooked?  

•• How else can a CBA enhance their How else can a CBA enhance their 

value to the value to the church at large?church at large?
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Increase our value to the staffIncrease our value to the staff

How does the staff view you?  Do they see you as the How does the staff view you?  Do they see you as the 

person who says “no” before they’ve even finished their person who says “no” before they’ve even finished their 

sentence?  Our responses can be too predictable: “It’s sentence?  Our responses can be too predictable: “It’s 

against policy”; “not in the budget”; “too big of a against policy”; “not in the budget”; “too big of a 

liability.”   liability.”   

•• We want to be seen by our staff as an We want to be seen by our staff as an ally ally 

•• We want to be part of the We want to be part of the solutionsolution---- part of part of 

the creative process that brings dreams into the creative process that brings dreams into 

reality reality 

•• We want to We want to enableenable ministry, not control it ministry, not control it 

“I work closely with each staff member to support their 

needs in balance with the needs of the total ministry.  I 

strive to be an advocate for the staff, so that they know my 

desire is to help them accomplish their ministry goals--

not hold them back.”

2006 Report to the Governing Board

Increase our value to the staffIncrease our value to the staff

Three introspective question:Three introspective question:

1.1. Are you seen by the staff as their ally?Are you seen by the staff as their ally?

2.2. Does the staff come to you to find creative Does the staff come to you to find creative 

solutions to problems?solutions to problems?

3.3. Are you viewed as an enabler of ministry?Are you viewed as an enabler of ministry?

What obstacles are in the way of being an ally, What obstacles are in the way of being an ally, 

a problema problem--solver, and an enabler?solver, and an enabler?
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Increase our value to the staffIncrease our value to the staff

As the church administrator, are you in the flow As the church administrator, are you in the flow 

of church and staff life?of church and staff life?

1.1. Location of your officeLocation of your office

2.2. Access to the Senior or Lead PastorAccess to the Senior or Lead Pastor

3.3. Inclusion in leadership meetingsInclusion in leadership meetings

4.4. Power within the organizationPower within the organization

A.A. Positional powerPositional power

B.B. Referent powerReferent power

Increase our value to the staffIncrease our value to the staff

1. Be a stabilizing influence on the staff.  1. Be a stabilizing influence on the staff.  

Church staffs are becoming a colorful collection of Church staffs are becoming a colorful collection of 

varying personality types, ages, and generational varying personality types, ages, and generational 

values.  values.  

MyersMyers--Briggs:Briggs:

•• Extraversion (E) or Introversion (I)Extraversion (E) or Introversion (I)

•• Sensing (S) or Intuition (N)Sensing (S) or Intuition (N)

•• Thinking (T) or Feeling (F)Thinking (T) or Feeling (F)

•• Judging (J) or Perceiving (P)Judging (J) or Perceiving (P)
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Adjusting to Generational DifferencesAdjusting to Generational Differences

Emerging Emerging GenerationGeneration

Hard Time   _______________Hard Time   _______________

Mobility Breeds   ______________Mobility Breeds   ______________

__________________________________

trusting

loneliness

Brokenness

Increase our value to the staffIncrease our value to the staff

Increase our value to the staffIncrease our value to the staff

Pastor’s quotes on staff relations:Pastor’s quotes on staff relations:

“No area of ministry frustrates me more than dealing with “No area of ministry frustrates me more than dealing with 

staff. I feel so inept.” staff. I feel so inept.” 

“My worst mistakes in ministry have mostly been related to “My worst mistakes in ministry have mostly been related to 

issues with the ministry team.” issues with the ministry team.” 

“The two greatest conflicts I have had in ministry had to do “The two greatest conflicts I have had in ministry had to do 

with firing a staff member and not dealing with a weak staff with firing a staff member and not dealing with a weak staff 

member.” member.” 

<http://www.churchcentral.com/blog_page.php?id=236>
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Increase our value to the staffIncrease our value to the staff

1. Be a stabilizing influence on the staff.  1. Be a stabilizing influence on the staff.  

Be the agent of grace, stability and encouragement Be the agent of grace, stability and encouragement 

to the staff.  to the staff.  

Be a positive force, bringing people together, uniting Be a positive force, bringing people together, uniting 

people, building cohesiveness, and keeping the focus people, building cohesiveness, and keeping the focus 

on the big picture.  We are often looked upon as the on the big picture.  We are often looked upon as the 

seasoned professional who has “been there before.”  seasoned professional who has “been there before.”  

Bring a sense of calm to your staff.Bring a sense of calm to your staff.

Increase our value to the staffIncrease our value to the staff

2. Be a mentor and a coach.  2. Be a mentor and a coach.  

Many of us are second career: Many of us are second career: 

bankers, entrepreneurs, bankers, entrepreneurs, 

executives and managers.  We executives and managers.  We 

have organizational and have organizational and 

relational wisdom that can relational wisdom that can 

help younger staff members.  help younger staff members.  

That breadth of experience That breadth of experience 

will allow us to mentor staff in will allow us to mentor staff in 

helpful ways.  helpful ways.  
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Increase our value to the staffIncrease our value to the staff

2. Be a mentor and a coach.  2. Be a mentor and a coach.  

• Be accessible

• Be honest

• Be transparent

• Be selfless

• Be encouraging

____ I’m a supportive, nurturing coach____ I’m a supportive, nurturing coach

____ I’m not patient enough to coach others____ I’m not patient enough to coach others

____ I’m rewarded through seeing staff ____ I’m rewarded through seeing staff 

succeedsucceed

____ I take the time required to listen and ____ I take the time required to listen and 

understand understand 

____ I wish they’d just do the job!____ I wish they’d just do the job!

____ I know God will redeem the time I ____ I know God will redeem the time I 

spend with staffspend with staff

Increase our value to the staffIncrease our value to the staff
So, how would you rate your coaching skills? So, how would you rate your coaching skills? 
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1. Jesus cast a vision: The calling of the first disciples 1. Jesus cast a vision: The calling of the first disciples 

(Matt. 4: 18(Matt. 4: 18--20).20).

2. Jesus selected a small team for Kingdom work 2. Jesus selected a small team for Kingdom work 

(Mk 3: 13).(Mk 3: 13).

3. Jesus articulated and modeled Kingdom values 3. Jesus articulated and modeled Kingdom values 

(Matt. 5: 1(Matt. 5: 1--12).12).

Jesus as a Biblical Model and InspirationJesus as a Biblical Model and Inspiration

for Coachingfor Coaching

Increase our value to the staffIncrease our value to the staff

4. Jesus invested deeply in their learning and preparation 4. Jesus invested deeply in their learning and preparation 

(Matt. 10: 5(Matt. 10: 5--40).40).

5. Jesus encouraged them to use their talents 5. Jesus encouraged them to use their talents 

(Matt. 25:14(Matt. 25:14--30).30).

Jesus as a Biblical Model and InspirationJesus as a Biblical Model and Inspiration

for Coachingfor Coaching

Increase our value to the staffIncrease our value to the staff
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6. Jesus confronted sinful behavior and offered 6. Jesus confronted sinful behavior and offered 

repentance and forgiveness (Matt. 21:32).repentance and forgiveness (Matt. 21:32).

7. Jesus turned the paradigm of power into a servant 7. Jesus turned the paradigm of power into a servant 

model (Matt. 20: 20model (Matt. 20: 20--28; John 13: 128; John 13: 1--17).17).

Jesus as a Biblical Model and InspirationJesus as a Biblical Model and Inspiration

for Coachingfor Coaching

Increase our value to the staffIncrease our value to the staff

Increase our value to the staffIncrease our value to the staff

3. Be a problem3. Be a problem--solver.  solver.  

Modern leadership theories point out the value of a Modern leadership theories point out the value of a 

leader being able to identify and remove obstacles leader being able to identify and remove obstacles 

standing between the employees and the goals they standing between the employees and the goals they 

are striving towards.  are striving towards.  

Staff Exercise:  “What are the top three Staff Exercise:  “What are the top three 

or four things that are either frustrating or four things that are either frustrating 

you in your ministry right now, or are you in your ministry right now, or are 

barriers to you taking your ministry to barriers to you taking your ministry to 

the next level?”the next level?”
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Increase our value to the staffIncrease our value to the staff

4. Be 4. Be positive, especially during difficult times.  positive, especially during difficult times.  

RelationalRelational

TransparentTransparent

AffirmingAffirming

OptimisticOptimistic

ProductiveProductive

Five Qualities of a Positive EmployeeFive Qualities of a Positive Employee

Increase our value to the staffIncrease our value to the staff

•• Comments?  Thought?  Questions?Comments?  Thought?  Questions?

•• What have we overlooked?  What have we overlooked?  

•• How else can a CBA enhance their How else can a CBA enhance their 

value to the staff?value to the staff?
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Increase our value to the PastorIncrease our value to the Pastor

In many churches, the relationship between the In many churches, the relationship between the 

administrator and the Senior Pastor is already a administrator and the Senior Pastor is already a 

close one.  The two have to work closely and close one.  The two have to work closely and 

cooperatively.  There is a collegiality needed that cooperatively.  There is a collegiality needed that 

goes beyond the pastor’s relationship with other goes beyond the pastor’s relationship with other 

staff.  In that uniqueness, there can be ways staff.  In that uniqueness, there can be ways 

through which we can increase our service and through which we can increase our service and 

our value to the Lead Pastor.our value to the Lead Pastor.

Increase our value to the PastorIncrease our value to the Pastor

1. Assume unwanted responsibilities. 1. Assume unwanted responsibilities. 

Look for responsibilities that our pastor dislikes or Look for responsibilities that our pastor dislikes or 

struggles to accomplish. struggles to accomplish. 

George George BarnaBarna says, “Leadership, for most pastors, is says, “Leadership, for most pastors, is 

just one of those unfortunate duties they must just one of those unfortunate duties they must 

endure as part of the deal that allows them to do endure as part of the deal that allows them to do 

that which really turns them onthat which really turns them on——preaching and preaching and 

teaching.”teaching.”
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Increase our value to the PastorIncrease our value to the Pastor

1. Assume unwanted responsibilities. 1. Assume unwanted responsibilities. 

Look for the things that…Look for the things that…

•• crowd your pastor’s schedulecrowd your pastor’s schedule

•• drain his or her energydrain his or her energy

•• they wish they didn’t have to dothey wish they didn’t have to do

Listen…Listen…

Observe…Observe…

Talk with his/her admin…Talk with his/her admin…

Go to lunch and offer…Go to lunch and offer…

Increase our value to the PastorIncrease our value to the Pastor

1. Assume unwanted responsibilities. 1. Assume unwanted responsibilities. 

Things like organizing staff agendas, scheduling Things like organizing staff agendas, scheduling 

baptisms and baby dedications, meeting with parents, baptisms and baby dedications, meeting with parents, 

tracking hospital calls, and recognizing birthdays.  tracking hospital calls, and recognizing birthdays.  

Regularly discuss with your pastor what you can take Regularly discuss with your pastor what you can take 

on that will relieve their schedule.on that will relieve their schedule.

How many of you have had such a How many of you have had such a 

conversation, and if so, how did it go?conversation, and if so, how did it go?
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Increase our value to the PastorIncrease our value to the Pastor

2. Anticipate change and be a planner.  2. Anticipate change and be a planner.  

Most pastors are not planners. They value those who Most pastors are not planners. They value those who 

can help with planning in the short and long term.  can help with planning in the short and long term.  

Be proactive in planning future events, anticipating Be proactive in planning future events, anticipating 

change, setting goals, and tracking goal change, setting goals, and tracking goal 

achievement.  Maintain a calendar and help keep achievement.  Maintain a calendar and help keep 

the pastor ahead of the planning curve, which makes the pastor ahead of the planning curve, which makes 

them look good among staff and Boards.them look good among staff and Boards.

Pastors frustrations with themselves: Pastors frustrations with themselves: 

Failure to develop a strategic plan. Slightly more than Failure to develop a strategic plan. Slightly more than 

half the pastors say they don’t plan well for the longhalf the pastors say they don’t plan well for the long--

term or fail altogether to develop a strategic plan for term or fail altogether to develop a strategic plan for 

their church. their church. 

Leaders often see planning as the obstacle Leaders often see planning as the obstacle 

that keeps them from their real passion to that keeps them from their real passion to 

reach the unchurched and preach the Gospel.reach the unchurched and preach the Gospel.

Increase our value to the PastorIncrease our value to the Pastor

<http://www.churchcentral.com/blog_page.php?id=236> <http://www.churchcentral.com/blog_page.php?id=236> 
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Increase our value to the PastorIncrease our value to the Pastor

2. Anticipate change and be a planner.  2. Anticipate change and be a planner.  

To do this, you have to be at the table…To do this, you have to be at the table…

•• Translate vision into action stepsTranslate vision into action steps

•• Look ahead and survey the landscape Look ahead and survey the landscape 

(people, resources, obstacles, etc.)(people, resources, obstacles, etc.)

•• Gently steer the shipGently steer the ship

•• Swallow your egoSwallow your ego

•• Rejoice in success, not in recognitionRejoice in success, not in recognition

Increase our value to the PastorIncrease our value to the Pastor

3. Understand your pastor’s vision.  3. Understand your pastor’s vision.  

Pastors wonder, “Does anybody get it?”  Pastors wonder, “Does anybody get it?”  

Express your desire to be one of their greatest Express your desire to be one of their greatest 

advocates in casting vision and encouraging buyadvocates in casting vision and encouraging buy--in.  in.  

Get to know how they feel and think so that we can Get to know how they feel and think so that we can 

accurately support them among staff and church accurately support them among staff and church 

members.  members.  
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Increase our value to the PastorIncrease our value to the Pastor

4. Make your pastor successful.  4. Make your pastor successful.  

Every leader values someone committed to their Every leader values someone committed to their 

success.  The role of a church administrator is largely success.  The role of a church administrator is largely 

to steer the ship in the direction set out by the to steer the ship in the direction set out by the 

pastor.  Ours is a supportive role.  Be loyal to a fault.  pastor.  Ours is a supportive role.  Be loyal to a fault.  

When the pastor clearly understands that our goal is When the pastor clearly understands that our goal is 

to insure the successful execution of their vision, our to insure the successful execution of their vision, our 

value will increase exponentially.value will increase exponentially.

…Offer unquestioned loyalty…Offer unquestioned loyalty

Increase our value to the PastorIncrease our value to the Pastor

5. Ask for a performance review.  5. Ask for a performance review.  

We need to understand the expectations our pastor We need to understand the expectations our pastor 

has for us and our position. has for us and our position. How can we hit a bull’sHow can we hit a bull’s--

eye that we cannot see? eye that we cannot see? A review of some kind will A review of some kind will 

help us to see our performance through our pastor’s help us to see our performance through our pastor’s 

eyes.  Get a clear understanding of expectations and eyes.  Get a clear understanding of expectations and 

then commit yourself to go beyond.then commit yourself to go beyond.

A formal assessment can help the pastor A formal assessment can help the pastor 

understand the broad scope of all you do that understand the broad scope of all you do that 

contributes to the success of the church.contributes to the success of the church.
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Increase our value to the PastorIncrease our value to the Pastor

•• Comments?  Thought?  Questions?Comments?  Thought?  Questions?

•• What have we overlooked?  What have we overlooked?  

•• How else can a CBA enhance their How else can a CBA enhance their 

value to the pastor?value to the pastor?

1. Stay productive, work hard and seek 1. Stay productive, work hard and seek 

fulfillment.  fulfillment.  

Have clear goals, work hard, put in good hours, make Have clear goals, work hard, put in good hours, make 

progress and recognize your own quality efforts.  Be progress and recognize your own quality efforts.  Be 

positive; be emotionally, spiritually and relationally positive; be emotionally, spiritually and relationally 

healthy.healthy.

Pursue Personal GrowthPursue Personal Growth
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2. Network with others.  2. Network with others.  

Pursue Personal GrowthPursue Personal Growth

It helps to widen our It helps to widen our 

perspective by understanding perspective by understanding 

what’s going on in other what’s going on in other 

churches.  Our situation is churches.  Our situation is 

probably not unique.  probably not unique.  

Networking can help Networking can help 

emotionally and professionally emotionally and professionally 

by helping us understand by helping us understand 

other possibilities.other possibilities.

Keep growing personally and professionallyKeep growing personally and professionally

3. Make a great contribution.  3. Make a great contribution.  

No matter what might happen, the church is still the No matter what might happen, the church is still the 

Bride of Christ and the local church is the expression Bride of Christ and the local church is the expression 

of that relationship.  Being in ministry is a privilege of that relationship.  Being in ministry is a privilege 

and every day we get to apply ourselves toward the and every day we get to apply ourselves toward the 

Kingdom and glory of God.Kingdom and glory of God.

“Do your best. Work from the heart for your real Master, “Do your best. Work from the heart for your real Master, 

for God, confident that you'll get paid in full when you for God, confident that you'll get paid in full when you 

come into your inheritance. Keep in mind always that the come into your inheritance. Keep in mind always that the 

ultimate Master you're serving is Christ.”  Col. 3:23 Msg.ultimate Master you're serving is Christ.”  Col. 3:23 Msg.
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Final Comments… thoughts?Final Comments… thoughts?

…check out “Conference Resources”…check out “Conference Resources”


